
 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT  

On 17 August 2022 we had our 34th Annual General Meeting and my first as 
President. We started by acknowledging those members who have passed away 
since the last AGM – Ron Oxer, Peter Cameron, Maurice Riddle, David Bowyer 
and Lionel Bailey. 

I see that SAMRA has three primary functions, consistent with our Constitution: to 
support current serving members including preserving the history of the unit and 
its forebear Regiments; to provide an opportunity for those who have served in the unit over the 
years to get together to continue the comradeship formed during their service; and to offer 
those who have served in 3rd / 9th Light Horse (SAMR) or any armoured unit, a chance to keep 
contact with others who have ever worn a black hat. 

Supporting the Squadron 

SAMRA continues to have a focus on providing support to the Officer Commanding, officers, and 
soldiers of the unit. Over the past year we have provided the following: 

· The George Johnson MM Memorial Prize is awarded to a unit member to travel to 
England and Europe to visit affiliated Regiments. The current recipient, Lance Corporal 
Paul Dowsett has recently returned from England, and we look forward to him sharing his 
experiences with us. This Prize is valued at $3,000 and is made possible by the generous 
donation from corporate and individual sponsors as well as from raffles at SAMRA 
functions.  

· In March 2022, a History Room was officially opened in the Smithfield Depot. This will be 
used as new soldiers’ introduction to the unit and provides a good display of the unit 
history from World War One, through World War Two and to the present day. It 
continues to be improved by volunteers who have donated their time and expertise.  

· In November 2021, SAMRA members cooked the BBQ at the unit’s weekend training and 
family day at the Smithfield Depot. 

 
SAMRA Activities 

We have members whose service was in the 1960’s to those who are still serving. This 
reinforces how important it is to have a range of activities to suit a range of members. 

· For many members their only contact with SAMRA is through the quarterly magazine, our 
website, and our Facebook page. Earlier this year the magazine was renamed 
“SAMRAG” to maintain our links with the past, to build links with 3rd / 9th Light Horse and 
play a part in recording current unit history for future generations.  

· The Anzac Day service at the Light Horse Memorial and the march were well attended 
and is widely appreciated by the wider community. I have heard that other ex-service 
associations are envious of SAMRA because of the number of members attending as well 
as the smartness of our dress and bearing. I was also pleased to see how many serving 
members of 3rd / 9th Light Horse joined us for the march.  

· SAMRA hosts four Mixed Old and Bold functions per year. These are in different locations 
each time to allow people from different areas to attend. We also hold a Christmas 
function, which for the last few years has been at the Holdfast Scout Hall. About 20 – 30 
attend each of these functions.  

· SAMRA hosts two Black Hat Nights each year with the plan for one to be at the Naval. 
Military and Air Force Club with the second at the Smithfield Depot. These nights provide 
an update on current issues affecting the unit, Corps and the wider ADF. The numbers 
attending vary due, in part, to the distance to the Smithfield Depot. 

· SAMRA is in the process of establishing a Welfare Fund. This is still in its early days, and I 
hope that it will provide some support, within our ability fund it, for those SAMRA 
members in need of support.                                                    Continue on page 2 
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PRESIDENT:  
Malcolm Haynes RFD 
Mobile: 0408 892 375 
 
IMMEDIATE PAST 
PRESIDENT 
Reg Williams AM, RFD 
Mobile: 0488 303 599 
 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Jim Kennelly RFD 
Mobile: 0178 687 775 

SECRETARY,  
NEWSLETTER, and 
WEBSITE:  
David Mercer OAM 
Mobile: 0439 843 897 
  
TREASURER:  
Peter Byass RFD 
Mobile: 0418 841 680 
 
COMMITTEE  
MEMBERS 

Bill McKeough 
Mobile: 0428 835 339 

Steve Langdon 
Mobile: 0452 507 986 

Gerald Hopgood 
Mobile: 0401 672 747 

Warwick Edwards 
Mobile: 0402 780 171 

Thomas Begg 
Mobile 0424 144 812  

 

Visit our website www.samrainc.org 

A true leader has the  
confidence to stand alone, 
the courage to make tough 
decis ions ,  and the  
compassion to listen to the 
needs of others. He does 
not set out to be a leader, 
but becomes one by the 
equality of his actions and 
the integrity of his intent. 
 
— General of the Army, 
Douglas MacArthur  
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LH Memorial Horse Trough—2020 

 

Presidents Report continued from the front page: 

Keeping in touch with other unit members 

SAMRA continues to support activities which seek to keep in touch with former unit personnel who may not be SAMRA members. 
There have been get-togethers at The Cumberland Arms – The Cumby in the city in October 2021 and March 2022 with around 
15 – 20 attending.  

Membership 

This time last year we had 60 life members and 61 ordinary members. We currently have 61 life members and 64 ordinary mem-
bers. When taking into consideration those who have passed away and those who have not renewed their membership, it is 
pleasing to see our membership has increased slightly which is no mean feat in a world where membership of many organisa-
tions are declining. We also have an ageing membership base so the need to attract younger members remains a priority for 
your committee. 

SAMRA Committee 

My thanks to the SAMRA Committee who continue to support you and organise functions. Special thanks to retiring committee 
member, Bob Ireland for his work with merchandising and congratulations to Dave Mercer on being awarded the Medal of the 
Order of Australia in the 2022 Queen’s Birthday honours list. 

The SAMRA Committee for the coming year is Vice-President James Kennelly, Past President Reg Williams, Treasurer Peter 
Byass, Secretary Dave Mercer, continuing committee members Bill McKeough, Gerald Hopgood and Warwick Edwards and 
newly elected committee members Steve Langdon and Tom Begg. The OC Major Matt Walsh and SSM WO2 Peter Papalia are ex-
officio members. 

Conclusion 

I believe that SAMRA is going strong although we can never be complacent. We continue to provide activities for members and 
support for the Squadron and are working to make sure the balance is right. We have a strong, albeit ageing, membership and 
we must continually ensure that we are an organisation that appeals to younger members. 

Thank you for your support 

Nec Aspera Terrent 
 
Malcolm Haynes 

In our last SAMRAG (see page 4) Phil  
Edwards men oned that his vehicle was 
ARN 134 189. This vehicle is now in the  
Darwin Military Museum, I took this  
photograph in June 2022.  Malcolm. 

SAMRA members at the 34th AGM posing in front of a photograph 
 taken of the 1914 Officers of the 3rd Light Horse Regiment. 
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Law Services include—Family Law, Wills & Estates 

Commercial Law & Dispute Resolution. 

Address: 94 Sturt St, Adelaide 5000 

T: (08) 8212 1322 E. admin@bc-lawyers.com.au 

At Belperio Clark we pride ourselves on 
providing clear, friendly advice for individuals 
and corporations. We are committed to  
achieving the best outcome for you.  

Warwick Edwards  Adv Dip FP—Director and Financial Adviser  

A SA based family owned Financial Planning business that provides full 
financial advice services, including retirement planning,  
superannuation, insurance & aged care advice.  

Address – 450 Pulteney Street, Adelaide 5000 
Telephone – 1300 450 000 
Email – advice@firstadvice.com.au  

Warwick is a former RAAC member who served with 1st / 15th Royal New 
South Wales Lancers and is a SAMRA Committee Member.  

Platinum Donor Gold Donor 

BREAK HIDE! 
 
Shots ring out disturbing the night, 
You sit upright all composed without signs of fright, 
Trying to get into that seat with as little fuss as you can, 
Grabbing your boots as you go forward in a well-rehearsed plan, 
A challenge at night, as those of you that know, 
Bashing your knees; hip; shoulders; and, head as you go, 
You lean on the post; and, steady the seat, 
A balancing act when you’re still half asleep, 
Turn on the “Master Switch” the lights glow red, 
So spreading out a rag, you lay them to bed, 
Still looking to the left you feel out to the right, 
Ensuring the “engine cut off” is pushed in tight, 
Then check “Neutral” is selected in darkness by feel, 
Ready for “start-up” behind two laterals, not a steering wheel, 
With your boots loosely on; and, helmet now fitted, 
Against an enemy out in the darkness, you are pitted, 
You talk on the intercom to report that you’re “ready”, 
Your left thumb hovers over the start button poised firm but steady, 
“Wait! Wait! Start-up!” you hear from above all the sounds, 
As a Call Sign behind “Opens up” with .30 calibre firing blank rounds 
Then the roar of the V6 Detroit Diesel as it comes alive, 
So you get settled in ready to go for a little drive… 

View of the Office on AFX 
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Unit Squash Team 

  

Feedback from Phil Edwards re photo in the last  
newsletter; 

Date/Time: Towards the end of the first week in  
September 1991 

Location: It's  the Sqn AFX at Woomera but I don't recall 
the name of the exercise 

Names:Photo left to right: LCpl Peter Dewey, Tpr Darryl 
Ross, Cpl Grant O'Dea, Tpr Noel Kellond, Tpr Andrew  
Strachan, Me - Sgt Phil Edwards, 

LCpl Brett Oakley, Tpr I can't remember his name I think he 
was a fill in from another troop. 

Veh ARN: I can only remember my vehicle ARN: 134189 

This is Support Company Troop in the field; C/S 61. The 
Sqn was in an APC Role so Spt Coy Tp had been formed to 
carry the Inf Spt Coy element. 

I had been a Sgt for a while but this was to be my first field exercise as Tp Sgt. It didn't turn out that way because our Tp Ldr, Lt 
Marty Dinan, couldn't make it and pulled out at short notice due (I think) to some urgent university course work. The result was 
that we all got a "field promotion" so I was Acting Tp Ldr (61), Cpl O'Dea went from Tp Cpl to Acting Tp Sgt (61A), LCpl Oakley 
went from Charlie C/S to "Bravo", Lcpl Dewey was 61C. 

I think that there were 4 Line Troops (1,2,3(?) and us) in the field, the others being led by junior officers just out of ROBC and by 
Captain Stevens, who had more experience. We flew up to Woomera in a Herc and picked up our vehicles there We all had 
tasks to complete but I wasn't being assessed like the other Tp Ldrs so they were under a lot more pressure than me. I can re-
member we all got scores and in the end I came second after Capt Stevens; a result I am still very proud of. 

I remember morale in the "Fighting 6" was generally really high compared to some of the other troops. We worked well. 

At the after exercise activity, I was awarded for an incident that occurred when I was in the middle of a high speed reverse from 
a contact. I the heat of "battle" I was about to be run into a tree and was trying to get my driver, Tpr Ross, to steer me out but  
toggled my Headset to radio instead of IC so the whole Sqn heard my "gentle words of instruction" ("right stick.....right stick.... 
RIGHT STICK YOU F*****N D**K!!!!). 

At the same function there were a few boxing matches including one between Tpr Strachan from my troop and Tpr Allan Aird 
from 2Tp. Strachs fought bravely but Airdy was the winner. 

Another stand out incident was Cpl Greg Hill and his driver Barry King went - at speed - into a borrow pit and hit a rock during a 
night move and ripped off a final drive. They were stuck there for days. 

Unfortunately it was also my last exercise before I moved up to Leigh Creek to start my mining career and left the Squadron. 

SAMRA is co-ordinating a project to add details to photos of unit activities and exercises that have been held since 1948. Your 
support is requested. Each edition of SAMRAG will have a photo of a unit activity, unit members and / or unit vehicles. If you  
recognise the photo we would appreciate contacting Malcolm Haynes on haynesfam8@gmail.com or Dave Mercer on  
davidmercer@adam.com.au with any  
information on: 

1. Date of activity (month and year if  
possible)  
2. Name and location of activity or exercise  
3. Names of any people you recognise  
(please be specific e.g. TPR Bloggs - second from left)  
4. Vehicle ARN (if known) 
 
If you have any anecdotes of the photo or the  
relevant activity, please let us know so they can be  
published in the next edition of SAMRAG. 
 
We also appreciate contributions of any  
photos you have with as much detail on the photos as  
you can provide. 
 
Here is the next photo. Thank you for your assistance. 
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PMVs on display 

Enjoying the day in the 
quadrangle at Smithfield  

 

CUSTOMS & TRADITIONS OF THE MILITARY 
 
TIME STORY 
 
A while ago, at a veteran’s function, young person from DVA was doing a survey to inquire if Viagra 
needed to be added to the DVA Benefits list.  She asked an old digger “when did you last have sex?”  
“1945” he replied.  “That was 59 years ago,” she said.  He winked and said, “It’s only 2130 now!” 
 
This article is about time, and the customs and traditions that time has left us in the modern military.  
Time is a critical ingredient in any military operation, but in the past it was less important.  For example, it 
is difficult to find a written military order before the Napoleonic wars, which gives a precise time of attack.  
The reason for this was that there was no way of accurately telling what the exact time was.  Wars were 
fought during particular seasons, or on a specific day and the war was fairly likely to end when the  
season changed, or the day was over. 
 
Napoleon was the first major military figure to include times in his orders.  He insisted that his Generals include the time and date of 
operations in their orders as well. Careful timing was at the root of many of his innovative strategies.  For example, he was the first to 
use a type of “creeping barrage.” This covering artillery fire over the heads of his troops needed to be accurately timed, to avoid 
shelling his own men. 
 
The military of the present, uses a 24-hour clock.  But why 24 hours?  It’s a long story, but the Mesopotamians first described the  
24-hour day some 5,000 years ago. These people counted in multiples of sixty and devised a day and night of 12 hours each.  Each 
hour had 60 tiny parts called minutes.  No one has ever seen any need to change this, so we still have an hour of 60 minutes, and a 
day of 24 hours, 50 centuries later. 
 
Most clocks from the very earliest to the present use a clock of 12 hours.  This is partly because the lettering would need to be twice 
as small to show 24 numbers, and the spaces for minutes would be very “minute” indeed. 
 
The military used a 12-hour clock until the period of the American Civil War, where there were a number of confusing incidents with 
“AM” and “PM” and midnight.  By the end of the war the 24-hour clock was in use in the USA and it became universally used toward 
the end of the 1800’s.  The reason for this are varied, but include mistaking AM and PM when sending messages via telegraph.  One 
Civil war message read, “Hear I am and meant to read, “Here 1 AM.”  Needless to say, the Cavalry failed to arrive. 
 
There is of course, the problem of midnight.  Is it midnight of the 1st of January, then end of 31st December or the end of the 1st  
January?  Again, the cavalry arrived one day late.  Another reason is that timing became more important as the speed of the delivery 
of troops via railroad became common.  The timetabling and routing of trains became simpler when a 24-hour clock was used. 
 
By WW1 We see the first use of “Zero Hour” but it was sixty years earlier, in the Crimea that French Officers first “synchronized their 
watches” prior to an attack on Sevastopol. 
 
We had to wait for World War II before the use of “D Day”, and “H Hour”. 
 
There are several conventions and customs relating to time, and these have been adopted by international agreement. These are: 
 
Time is written in hours and minutes with our any punctuation. Eg.2210. 
 
It is not necessary to write “hours” after the time, even if it is a whole hour. 
 
Where seconds are included, a colon is used after the hours and minutes.  E.g.: 2230:30. 
 
2400 does not exist.  Immediately after 2359:59.  The time is 0000:01. 
 
Ar cle taken from the McLaren Vale RSL  July 2020  newsle er. 

The George Johnson MM Prize 

Platinum Donor  
* Belperio Clark, more  
details on page 2 

Gold Donors 

* First Advice, more details on page 2 

* Michael Kuilboer, ex ARA Cadre staff 

Silver Donors 

John Masson 
Malcolm Haynes 
John Irvine 

 Australian Light 
Horseman in full 
uniform and kit 
mounted on his 
horse in WW1.  

P h o t o g r a p h 
comes from the 
Australian War 
M e m o r i a l .  
I m a g e  f i l e  
number AWM 
A03313.  
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HISTORY LESSON: Continued from the June edition of SAMRAG 

- Sometimes the wealthy could obtain pork, which made them feel quite special. When visitors came over, they would hang up 
their bacon, to show off. It was a sign of wealth that a man could, "Bring home the bacon." They would cut off a little to share with 
guests and would all sit around talking and ''chew the fat''. 

 - Those with money had plates made of pewter. Food with high acid content caused some of the lead to leach onto the food, 
causing lead poisoning and death. This happened most often with tomatoes, so for the next 400 years or so, tomatoes were  
considered poisonous. 

- Bread was divided according to status. Workers got the burnt bottom of the loaf, the family got the middle, and guests got the 
top, or ''The Upper Crust''. 

 - Lead cups were used to drink ale or whisky. The combination would sometimes knock the imbibers out for a couple of days. 
Someone walking along the road would take them for dead and prepare them for burial. They were laid out on the kitchen table 
for a couple of days and the family would gather around and eat and drink and wait and see if they would wake up. Hence the 
custom of ‘'Holding a Wake''. 

 - England is old and small and the local folks started running out of places to bury people, so they would dig up coffins and 
would take the bones to a bone-house and reuse the grave. When reopening these coffins, 1 out of 25 coffins were found to have 
scratch marks on the inside and they realised they had been burying people alive.  So they would tie a string on the wrist of the 
corpse, thread it through the coffin and up through the ground and tie it to a bell. Someone would have to sit out in the  
graveyard all night “the graveyard shift” to listen for the bell; 

A Bushmaster Electric Protected Mobility Vehicle was unveiled during the Chief of Army  
Symposium 2022 in Adelaide.  The ePMV is reportedly capable of accelerating up to four times 
faster than a conventionally powered Bushmaster, operating with reduced noise and a reduced 
heat signature. The variant is built with fewer components, potentially reducing maintenance  
requirements, and is able to better integrate with autonomous systems by leveraging its fully 
autonomous drive system. The ePMV brings the benefits of electric vehicles to the battlefield, 
particularly being quieter than its combustion counterparts. Source Defence Connect 
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Old side tie down loop  

A memorable day— E.B.J. (Oscar) Wayland AM, RFD, ED (BRIG Retd) 

In early 1997 I was delighted to receive a beautifully embossed invitation from the 
Queen Mother for Margaret and me to be her guests at the presentation of a new 
Guidon to the 3rd Queen’s Royal Hussars – the British affiliated Regiment of 3rd/9th.  
The Queen Mother was the Honorary Colonel of the Hussars and I received the  
invitation in my appointment as the Honorary Colonel of 3rd/9th. This was to be a  
historic parade, as the new Guidon marked the amalgamation of arguably the two 
most renowned and historic cavalry regiments of the British Army – the 3rd Queen’s 
Own Hussars and the 13th Royal Irish Hussars. The new Regiment’s importance was 
emphasized by the fact that the Queen Mother was the new Regiment’s Honorary 
Colonel and the Duke of Edinburgh was the Regimental Colonel.  

We flew to London and then onto Richmond in Yorkshire, a historic town with a  
Norman Keep close to Catterick Barracks which housed the Hussars and several 
other Regiments. Our travel was complicated by the need for me to carry a slouch 
hat resplendent with the Light Horse emu plumes which had recently been introduced by the Army for ceremonial wear for Australian  
Regiments with Light Horse heritage i.e. The Royal Australian Armoured Corps. Travelling was much easier with a black beret which 
could easily be carried in a suitcase – or a pocket for that matter! Margaret was also encumbered by a large new hat which was the 
required dress for ladies on British ceremonial parades. As it turned out, my hat was to cause quite a sensation as this parade was 
evidently the first time the English had seen a slouch hat with emu plumes since the WW1 years. 

When our car drove us onto the parade ground, we found that we had been allocated seats in the front row of the stand immediately 
behind the saluting stand. No sooner had we got ourselves seated and comfortable when a very cultured English voice from a tier 
high above and behind us in the stand called out: “I say Brigadier!” My quick assessment was that there must have been at least sev-
eral Brigadiers in the audience so I presumed that he must be calling out to someone else. But the voice, having evoked no response 
from me called out again: “I say – the Australian Brigadier!”  Somewhat embarrassed I stood up and turned to face the stand where 
upon ‘the voice’ revealed itself as an elderly retired Hussar officer in full ceremonial uniform.  He waved and called out: “I say Briga-
dier; the ladies up here are going gaga over your hat!” The only response I could make to that was to stand to attention, give them a 
wave and a salute and a smile and resume my seat - to a nice round of applause. However, the hat issue did not end there! We were 
to learn afterwards that the Queen Mother when she alighted from her car, immediately noticed my hat and remarked that it bought 
back many memories for her.  This remark resulted in her asking her ADC to arrange for her to meet Margaret and me in private, after 
the parade had ended. At the champagne party in the Mess following the parade we were duly ushered into a separate room to be 
presented to her for a private audience. She had obviously been briefed that we were from Adelaide and she astounded us by saying 
that she  
remembered Adelaide and had a clear recollection of floating down a river on a barge. I was delighted to be able to tell her that this 
was part of the ceremonies for the first Adelaide Festival of Arts which she opened and that the river which she recalled was the river 
Torrens. What I did not tell her was that at that time, when she was in residence at Government House, that the then Corporal  
Wayland stood on guard duty at the gates on North Terrace. We were left with the impression that we had just enjoyed a conversation 
with a very sincere, charismatic, and strong lady in the true sense of the word. It was a humbling experience indeed! 

The parade itself was a wonderfully spectacular affair with the Chieftain tanks of the Hussars ranged on the perimeters of the vast 
parade ground and the mounted band of the Hussars resplendent on their horses. To everyone’s amazement the Queen Mother  
carried out all the duties of the inspecting officer including mounting a Land Rover and reviewing all the troops and bands and then 
taking the salute for the quick and slow march pasts. Not bad for a 92-year-old in high heels! 

The Mess luncheon was also attended by the Queen Mother for the main course when she then departed for the dessert course in 
the Sergeant’s Mess. Not content with this she then visited the Other Ranks luncheon which comprised a family barbeque. She then  
travelled back to London by helicopter after a very full day which was tiring for all of us and must have been very demanding indeed 
for HRH. With typical British Army aplomb, the day concluded with a Mess Dinner preliminary to a Ball which concluded with breakfast 
the next morning.  

My hat saga took on a life of its own! No sooner than we had alighted from our car at the entrance to the Officer’s Mess after the  
parade than a very smart hussar corporal appeared – saluted smartly and told me that he had been ordered by his CO to take my hat 
into ‘security’. I expressed my surprise and he quickly explained that the CO had correctly perceived that it would be the target for 
‘souveniring’ by every soldier, as well as every ‘old soldier’ in Catterick Barracks. Being wise to the ubiquitous mischief and guile of all 
soldiers I simply told him that he was to report back to his CO and give him my compliments and thank him for alerting me to the risk 
and, accordingly, I would take special care of it. This I did by the simple expedient of taking aside the Mess Sergeant and leaving him 
in no doubt that Australian Brigadiers – particularly cavalry (‘Hussar’) Brigadiers - were not ‘wet behind the ears’ and that their wrath 
on the theft of their hats would initiate a commotion and vengeance which would rate a chapter by itself in their Regimental History. 
Quite apart, in this case, from it being a personal insult to my host and his Honorary Colonel – HRH. He took the hat as if it was full of 
nitro glycerine and quick marched off with it into his kitchen domain. I learned afterwards from my Lieutenant ‘Lieutenant Lady….’  
escort officer that he had in fact locked it in the mess silver vault. 

Sqn Open Day 1981—Major 
Reg Williams Water Ops—Outer Harbour 

Be a soldier for a day—Sgt 
Bob Lines & Adrian Mercer Frank 

Wade & 
Clarrie 
Mitchell 
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN 
MOUNTED RIFLES 
ASSOCIATION INC 

Contact Details 
 

Secretary 
Newsle er Editor &  

Webmaster 
 

63 Barramundi Drive 
Halle  Cove SA 5158 

 
Phone: (08) 8381 5303 

 
Mobile: 0439 843 897 

 
E-mail: 

davidmercer@adam.com.au 
 
 
 
 

The following items are available for purchase. All profits support 
the Association:  
 
· ASSOCIATION PLAQUES - $40.00  

· BLACK BASEBALL CAP EMBROIDERED WITH THE 3rd/9th LH (SAMR) BADGE 
ON THE FRONT AND THE WORDS ‘SAMRA’ ON THE BACK — $20.00 

· NAME BADGES—$25.00  

· BLACK POLO SHIRT, BADGE ON THE FRONT, WITH 
SAMRA UNDERNEATH— $45.00   WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING SIZES IN STOCK 
XL = 4, L = 2 AND M = 3 

· 3rd/9th LH (SAMR) BLAZER POCKET BADGE - $25.00 

· RAAC LAPEL BADGE—$6.00 

· SAMRA MEMBERSHIP LAPEL BADGE—$5.00 

· ASSOCIATION TIE—$33.00 

· 100th Anniversary of Beersheba Medallion  are still available they were struck 
to commemorate this important date in our ALH history.  
 
We only have a few medallions left, priced at $30.00, plus $10 for postage until 
sold out.   

 

 

 
 

Actual size 55mm 

Place your orders with Bob Ireland, Mobile: 0421 846 592 please add $10.00 
for postage and packing.  You can also pay via your financial institution using 
EFT, details are; 

Account Name—Association, South Australian Mounted Rifles 
BSB—833 205, Account No—20760940,  or send your payment to:  
SAMRA Secretary, 63 Barramundi Drive, Hallett Cove, SA 5158 
 

Front  Back  

3rd LHR Hat Badge  

circa 1930s 

· Saturday, 17th September—Old & Bold lunch at the McLaren Vale Hotel 

· Wednesday, 12th October—BHN at the NM&AF club in the city 

· 1st week in November—SAMRA AFX at the Stansbury caravan park 

· ??????? Beersheba Day Squadron function 

· Saturday, 26 November—SAMRA EOY family function venue to be confirmed 


